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Let’s imagine a beautiful, civil and hard-working city in the North-East. Let’s imagine that this city has a high percentage of immigrant workers, all legal and well integrated.

And let’s imagine, say, that an industrialist, who is a bit of a comedian, has a laugh putting on a little daily performance of racism: hyperbole, playing with words, sarcastic comments, everything, and all gloriously politically incorrect. And let’s imagine that one day his show becomes reality, and that the immigrants, having been invited to leave, do so. For ever.

COSE DELL’ALTRO MONDO explores this paradox, in the same politically incorrect language as its protagonist: irony instead of dramatics, embarrassment in the place of ideology, tenderness where we would expect sociological comfort.

And so the Northern comedian along with a cynical policeman from Rome and a “good” and beautiful primary-school teacher, end up taking a tumble and rolling through a world that has lost all common sense until they find themselves hanging on the edge of a precipice from where they are able to catch a glimpse of the abyss in their hearts and the darkness in their future.

For the first time an Italian film deals with the themes of immigration and racism with a strong comic vein, for the first time “they” tell their story by putting “us” at the centre stage, for the first time someone tries to take a few steps forwards, pricking consciences to the sound of laughter.

After starting out as an architect and set designer (among his principal works: the STET convention, presentation and launch of the FIAT “Multipla”, an exhibition of rare and ancient manuscripts at the Turin Book Fair…) since 1990 he has dedicated himself to direction and video graphics, becoming creative director with an advertising agency, where he worked with clients such as Gillette, Gatorade, American Express and F.I.F.A.

Since 1993 he has specialised in the audiovisual sector and directing for cinema, advertising and television, beginning a long collaboration with RAI (“Ora di punta”, “Viva Colombo”, “Gli oscar della radio”, Videozorro”, “Domenica con”, “Quelli del giro”) and with numerous production companies (Film Master, Harold, Linkage, Eta Beta, Adn Kronos, Sd Cinematografica) specialising in making in-house and promotional films for companies and institutions (Presidency of the Council of Ministers, Telecom Italia, Tim, the Italian National Rail Company, Federchimica).

In 1994 he won the Antenna Cinema competition with a TV project on virtual reality entitled “Il sogno ad occhi aperti”.

In 1996 he wrote and directed QUEL GIORNO, a short that was in competition at the Venice Festival, and shown at more than thirty international festivals, picking up prizes at Hamburg and Imola. It was also sold and distributed in France (Canal Plus, France3, France2) Australia, Norway, America and Germany.

During 1998 he was one of the directors of the sitcom “Disokkupati” (Raidue).

Between 2000 and 2005, he made five documentaries for “C’era una volta”, RAI3 (the principal ones being: I BAMBINI DI STRADA DI MANILA, I DELITTI PER LA DOTE IN INDIA, LA SILICON VALLEY NEGLI STATI UNITI) while continuing to make adverts and promos.

In 1999 he conceived and directed five film ads for the launch of the show “Gnu”, RAITRE (and along with Bruno Voglino made “Speciale Gnu, diario di un viaggio”).

In 2001 he conceived and directed, for the Ministry of the Economy and Finance, thirteen adverts as part of the Euro campaign (“think in Euros, it’s easier…”).

In 2002 he wrote and directed PATER FAMILIAS, a feature film that was entered in competition at the 2003 Berlin Festival. The film was a candidate for three Silver Ribbons, a David di Donatello, and won 12 prizes for best first film; it was also selected for more than forty international festivals. In 2004 it won the “Premio di Qualità” from the Ministry of Culture.

In February 2008 IL MATTINO HA L’ORO IN BOCCA (THE EARLY BIRD CATCHES THE WORM) was released; it was in competition at the Karlsbad Film Festival and a candidate for a David di Donatello for best supporting actor. The same year he directed 4 episodes of: “Donne Assassine”, shown on FoxCrime that won the best direction award at the Roma Fiction Festival.

In September 2011 his documentary GIUSVA. LA VERA STORIA DI VALERIO FIORAVANTI (book and DVD, Sperling & Kupfer) will be released.
Born in Milan on May 1955. From his earliest days he was able to spend a lot of time in the Derby, a club owned by his uncles and frequented by cabaret artists like Massimo Boldi, Teo Teocoli, Gianfranco Funari and Enzo Jannacci. He left the club for a while before returning there in 1975 as artistic director: he thus found himself presenting evenings and inventing his characteristic uncouth Southerner. He made his cinema debut in 1980 with ARRIVANO I DI VICOLO MIRACOLI. Renzo Arbore included him in the cast of IL PAP’OCCHIO – IN THE POPE’S EYE (1980) and in 1981 he made I FICHISSIMI directed by Carlo Vanzina, his first film as lead; he again offered us his uncouth Southerner in films such as ATTILA FLAGELLO DI DIO (1982) by Franco Castellano and ECCEZZIUNALE... VERAMENTE (1982) by Carlo Vanzina.


Among his TV performances we have to recall IL SEGRETO DEL SAHARA – THE SECRET OF THE SAHARA (1987) by Alberto Negrin, IL COMMISSARIO CORSO - EUROCOPS (1987) by Alberto Sirioni and Gianni Lepre and IL GIUDICE MASTRANGELO (2005-2007) by Enrico Oldoini, and the sitcom ALL STARS (2010), directed by Massimo Martelli with Fabio De Luigi, Gigio Alberti and Bebo Storti. From 2002 he was artistic director of the TV show “COLORADO” and in 2010 he had his first experience as a director alongside Armando Trivellini with the TV movie “AREA PARADISO”.

In 1997 he made his debut as a writer: he is author of the autobiographical “ECCEZZIUNALE VERAMENTE” published by Zelig / Baldini and Castoldi; “MILANISMI” (assolutamente forse) 2004 and “ECCEZZIUNALE” 2006, published by Mondadori.

In 2010 he presented “MEDITERRONI”, a radio show on Radio Due commenting live on the World Cup, alongside Luca Serafini, Massimo Valli, Ugo Conti and Gianluca Impastato, which was recommissioned in 2011 with Angelo Pintus, Gianluca Impastato, Gianluca Fubelli and Giovanni Bognetti, dealing with current affairs and cinema.
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The first soundtrack by SIMONE CRISTICCHI, eccentric and multi-prize winning singer-songwriter, is for a film destined to stir up clamour and contrasting opinions, as he is used to doing with a large part of his own repertoire, from "Ti regalero una rosa" a unique snapshot of mental illness to "Genova brucia" about the G8 meeting in Genoa.

For "Cose dell’altro mondo" the singer-songwriter has also composed a new song of the same title as the film.
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Editorial coordination
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RODEO DRIVE was set up in 1991 by Marco Poccioni and Marco Valsania.

Marco Poccioni
Born in Rome on 2/11/1960. He graduated in law from the "La Sapienza" University, Rome, in 1984. He began working at Medusa Distribution, the company of his father, Franco, and Felice Colaiacomo, dealing with the production, marketing and distribution of a number of films produced by Medusa up to 1988, the year when the company was sold.
In 1991 with Marco Valsania he set up Rodeo Drive with which he began his personal journey in Italian independent cinema which would lead him to produce a significant number of films, with some of Italy's most important directors.

Marco Valsania
Born in Rome on 23/1/57. He began working in 1978 at ECI (Esercizi Cinematografici Italiani) dealing with programming in the cinemas run by the company throughout Italy.
In 1980 he bought the Embassy and Eden cinemas in Rome and became a partner with Pietro Garinei in running the Teatro Sistina.
He produced Francesco Nuti's first two films "Madonna che silenzio c'è stasera" and "Io Chiara e lo Scuro" and in 1991 with Marco Poccioni he set up Rodeo Drive with which he began his personal journey in Italian independent cinema which would lead him to produce a significant number of films, with some of Italy's most important directors.
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